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A little less creed, a little more giving and a little less greed; A little more smile and a little less frown, A little less kicking one when they are down; A little more
"we" and a little less "I", A little more

laugh and a little less cry: A little more

kindness and a little less creed, A little more
giving and a little less greed; A little more

smile and a little less frown, A little less

kicking one when they are down; A little more
"we" and a little less "I", A

lit - tle more laugh and a lit - tle less

A few more flow- ers on the path - way
of life, And a fewer less

given at the end of the

strife.
A little work, and a little

play To keep us going, and so, good -
day! A little warmth, and a little
light Of love's bestowing and so, good-
mor-row, A little fun, to match the
sor-row Of each day's grow-ing, and so, good-
mor-row! A lit-tle trust, and when we try We reap our sow-ing! And so, good-
A little more kindness and a little less
creed, A little more giving and a little less

greed; A little more smile and a little less

frown, A little less kicking one when they are
down; A little more "we" and a little less

"I", A little more laugh and a little less
cry: A little trust, and when we